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METAL CORE COMPOSITE FILAMENTS 

Alvin'L. Breen, West Chester, Pa., assknor', to E; I. du 
' Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del., 
> a corporation of Delaware . “ ' ‘ 

~ Filed Mar. 25, 1957, No. 648,375 
- 16 Claims. (Cl.‘2,8—,-82) 

This inventionisconcerned with, ?laments of synthetic . 
polymers having "a metal core. I J ' , > . . 

' The use ofspolymers as ‘electrical'insulators on wire is 
wellknoiwn. “Such. polymers have been applied to pre 
formed wires‘ from a ‘solutionof the polymer, from a 
dispersionofthe polymer followed by coalescence or 
fusion and ‘from, a‘melt ofthe polymer. - p I 
The ?rst procedure referred'to ‘above has thefdisad 

vantage thatgremoval of'the solvent is time-consuming 
and costly and it is also di?icult'to produce uniform 
coats of satisfactory thickness free from pin holes. Fur- ' 
thermore, such aprocess does not lend itself to the appli 
cation of certain desirable insulating coatings such as 
‘polyarnides and polyesters which are known for their 
toughness and good physical properties, because of the 
lack of volatile non-corrosive solvents whichcan be con 
veniently and safely used with such polymers.‘v 

'Iheapplication of polymers to electrical conductors 
by means of their dispersions is also di?icult and, if the 
particles, are to ,be coalesced by an organic liquid,‘ the 
samegditliculties are present, as in the solution? method 
of application. This method ‘is usually limited to the 
application of very thin coatings unless the coating procé ‘ 
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possible is limited to. the amount of , draw ‘given to the 
metal and is generally not in excessof l0%'draw,.tlm 
percentof draw being the percent of the: length 
that is permanently added (i.e., not regained onrelease 
of» the drawing tension) during ‘the drawing» operation.‘ " 

It has also'been proposed to make decorative ribbon 
by laminating a thin metal ?lm between two plastic ?lms 
and then slitting to‘ strips. 'By its very nature such a 
process is very time consuming» and expensive, and is 

applicable only to relatively large denier ribbon} ‘ , ‘It’isi‘a‘n object of this invention to produce articles 

comprising a metal core surrounded by a‘ synthetic poly; ' 
mer sheath, -~It, is a ‘further object of this invention to 
produce continuous ‘?ne. ?laments'ofa synthetic polymer 
having a metal core. . A further'object is concernedwith “ 
the production of such ?laments inthe deniers used in 

~ the textile arts.‘ Other objectswill appear ‘hereinafter; 
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ess is repeated a number of times, in which case the com- I 
posite coating may not be sufliciently uniform. 

Y The other method of coating which has been used in 
the past is the application of g a melt of the polymer onto 
a preformed wire. In such processes, howeverkit is‘ dif 
?eult to center the wire accurately enough'ito ‘ obtain 
uniform coatings. ‘ “ . ‘ ~ 

With, respect to those known coating processes which 
use heat,i.e., those involving fusion of polymer ‘particles 
or the‘ utilizing of coatings in the form of melts, such 
processes have been limited to products containing pre 
formed wire having a melting point su?iciently above 
that of the polymer so that the wire would remain intact 
during the coating process. ' ‘ ‘ ' 

_ Another serious limitation withv the previous methods 
of coating electrical conductors is the fact in the case 
of very ?ne wires their handling during the coating opera 
tion as well as the proper application of the coating, are 
quite difficult. Many types of conductors that would be 
of great utility if, coated, do not lend themselves to con 
ventional coating processes because. of their inherent 

weakness when in the form of very small diameter Furthermore, in order'to' obtain very ?ne wires, longand 
expensive wire drawing and annealing steps‘ are required 
thereby adding considerably to the‘ cost of the ‘?nal iusu- , 
lated product; i , ' . - v , . g. . 

It is known to eject afmixtureof a molten metal and 
a ?ber-forming polymer into an air jet to produce short, 
curled ?laments with irregular and nonuniform struc 
ture but such process does not relate to the making of 
?laments having a de?nite skin, and core component. ._ t 
The most desirable physical properties of polymers 

such as polyamides and polyesters are obtainedby ori: , 
enting the polymers through a drawing operation. 
Known coatingrprocedureiproduces little if any orien 
tation. It has been ‘proposed, for example, to partially 
orient the coating by drawing a metal core coated with 
the molten polymers through adie at a rate such that 
the core moves faster than the rate of feed. of thecoat 
ing to‘the wire. This method produces, however, only 
a- small amount’ of orientation since the percmt'of draw 
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The objects of this invention have been ‘attained by 
simultaneouslyextruding a molten, synthetic, linear, ?ber 
forming, orientable polymer‘ and ‘a molten metal through 
a spinneret as a continuous ‘sheath and core respectively 
of a composite filament and orienting the polymeric 
sheath to the ‘desired extent by a drawing operation. 
The metal core of the drawn ?lament is preferably less 
than 0.031 inch in its largest diameter perpendicular to 
its length with preferably a uniform cross-section along 
the ‘length, of the ?lament, and comprises a metalthat 
melts at or below the temperature at which the polymer 
or its solution is extruded, ' . > 

In the drawings: . ‘ ' 

FIGURE 1 is a‘topfplan view of the upper plate or 
?lter pack of a spinnerct used in the practice oi this 
invention; ,‘ ~ _' ', 
v"FIGURE 1(a) is an elevation view in cross-section 
of? the upper plate or ?lter pack taken along the lines 
la-la of FIGURE 1. The right-hand half of FIGURE 
1(a) is an elevation in cross-section along the plane of 
the right-hand half of line 1a—-la of FIGURE 1 and 
theileft-handhalf of FIGURE 1(a) is an elevation in' 
cross-sectionalong the plane of the‘left-hand half of line 
lair-1a of FIGURE 1. It will be noted that the two 
portions of ‘line 1a-1a of FIGURE 1 form an angle at 
the center of the ?gure. The two halves of FIGURE 
1(a) have been assembled in this fashion in order :10 
show‘the shape and direction of the dilierent holes and 
cavities even though they may not fall along the central 
plane of the spinneret; ' > ‘ V ‘ 

~ FIGURE Z'is a bottom plan view of the apparatus or 
FIGURE‘ 1 taken at a somewhat different angle than 
FIGURE 1, line la-la of FIGURE 2 likewise showing 
the dual plane cut of FIGURE 1(a); ' ' 
FIGURE 3 is a top plan view of the bottom plate of 

a spinner-ct usedin the practice of this invention; 
FIGURE 4 is an elevation view in cross-section of the 

bottom spinneret plate shown in FIGURE 3 with the 
right-hand half. shown in the'plane of ‘the right-handhnlf 
of line of FIGURE 3 '(drawn to the center) 
with ‘the ‘left-hand half of FIGURE 4 being cut on the 

planeof'the vertical ‘portiontfrom the. center wardly) of line 4-4-4 of FIGURE 3. As in the case 

of FIGURE 2, FIGURE 4 is assembled in the manner 
indicated‘ to show the, shape and direction of the holes 
and other elements of the, bottom spinneret plate although, 
as? is evident from FIGURE. 3, these elements are not, 
intact, aligned as shown in FIGURE 4; . ’ ' ~ ' . 

vFIGURE 5 is an elevation view, generally in cross 
' section, of the upper and lower plates of FIGURES l, 

70 

1(a),i 2; 3, ‘and 4, in assembled position utilin'ng vthe 
showing of FIGURE 4 for the lower plate and the m 
ing of co-aeting parts of FIGURES 1, 1(a) and Zinc the 
upper plate or, ?lter pack. Here again, the drain, with 
the‘oemer line indicated as in FIGURE, 4, the 



3 
assembled spinneret with a full showing of the various 
elements, in the expedient manner of FIGURE 4 with 
the upper plate being shown, as assembled, in the position 
corresponding to that of the lower plate; . 
,FIGURE 6 is an elevation partly in section of an 

extrusion pin shown in FIGURE 5;’ 
FIGURE 7 is a cross-section taken on 7—7 of FIG 

URE'6; . 
v FIGURE 8 is a cross-section taken on line 8—8 of 

FIGURE 6; 
‘FIGURE 9 is a cross-section taken on 9-—9 of FIG 

URE 6; 
‘FIGURE’ 10 is a view in cross-section showing the 

detailso'f the lower portion of the pin shown in. FIG 
URE'6 while in operative position in the lower plate of 
FIGURES 3 and 4; ' 
FIGURES 11-19 inclusive are schematic representa 

tions of ?laments in lengthwise and cross-sectional view 
made in accordance with the invention. In all instances 
polymeric sheath 100 surrounds metal core material 101. 

It can be seen from the drawings that top plate 1 
of the spinneret adapted to receive the ?lter pack (not 
shown), has a central chamber 2 and an annular chamber 
3 separated from each other by wall 4. In the bottom 
of chamber 2 are a plurality of holes 5 passing down 
wardly through plate 1 and diverging outwardlyfrom 
each other. Holes 5 lead into shallow annular groove 6 
formed in the top surface of lower plate 7 which, in 
assembling the spinneret, is fastened to plate 1 as described 
below. Holes 8 lead from the bottom of annular cham 
ber 3 vertically downward through plate 1 and terminate 
at groove 6 of the lower plate 7. Pins 9, provided with 
longitudinal passages 10 therethrough are positioned in 
holes 8 with a press ?t (and may be further fastened 
in place by a spline or other means for insuring a tight 
?t, if desired) with the upper ends of pins 9 extending 
above the bottom of annular chamber 3 as shown. The 
press ?t of pins 9 may be supplemented by the action 
of ‘circular serrations 11 provided at the top of pins 9 
to grip the inside of holes 8. 

Pins 9 are circular in cross-section in the portion 12 
in contact with holes 8, as shown in FIGURE 7, having 
a diameter su?‘icient to give a press ?t in holes 8, pins 9 
in the major portion 13 passing through plate 7, having a 
cross-section which is partly arcuate (as shown at 13’) 
but which has, as by cutting the pin to form chords in 
the cross-section of the pins, the general shape of a 
mutilated triangle as shown in FIGURE 8. Pin 9 then 
tapers at 14 near its lower part to a smaller, partially 
arcuate (as shown at 14') but generally mutilated tri~ 
angular cross-section as shown in FIGURE 9 of the next 
lower portion of pins 9 being necked down at 15 (to 
form an annular groove) and terminating in a short 
annular cylindrical section 16 somewhat larger in diam 
eter than neck portion 15 as shown in FIGURES 6 and 
10, with the ends of 'pins 9 being flush with the outer 
face of plate 7 and with holes 10 terminating in ori?ces 
17. Plate 7 is formed ‘with holes 18 passing through 
plate 7, holes 18, which are tapered at their lower ends, 
having a circular cross-section throughout equal in diam 
eter to the arcuate portions of sections 13 and 14 of pins 9 
to insure a tight ?t between the contacting surfaces. 

‘ It will be noted that annular ori?ce 19 is formed at 
the outer surface of plate 7 by the clearance between 
ori?ce 18 of the plate 7 and the outer and smaller 
cylindrical portion 16 of pin 9. The total area of the 
outer end of ori?ce 18 (inclusive of ori?ce 17 and the 
annular cylindrical portion 16 of pin ‘9) is collectively 
referred to as the extrusion ori?ce designated as 20 in 
the drawings. _ - 

Plates 1 and 7 are fastened with threaded bolts 21 
passing through holes 22 in plate 7 with the bolt heads 
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plate 1. After the plates 1 and 7 are assembled and 
fastened in place by bolts 21, proper alignment is assured 
by insertion of tapered pins 25 of round cross-section 
having a drive-?t into tapered holes 26 of plate 7 and 
registering tapered holes 27 of plate 1, the ends of pins 
25 being drawn into position above and clear of the 
outer surface of plate 7. 

Gaskets 28 and 29 are inserted in plate 7 prior to 
assembling the spinneret and are pressed in place as shown ' 
respectively into circular grooves 30 and 311 (gasket 28 
being additionally pressed into a corresponding circular 
groove 32 in plate 1) when plates 1 and 7 are fastened 
together, so as to prevent leakage of the polymer ?uid, 
metal or gas between the plates. ' 
The apparatus is connected with suitable piping and 

?lter packs (not shown) as required to supply a molten 
polymer and a molten metal to the spinneret. ' 

In the melt-spinning processes preferred in the practice 
of this invention, 'molten metal ?ows from annular cham 
her 3 through longitudinal passages 10 of pins 9 and 
out of the spinneret as the core of the composite ?lament. 
Molten polymer ?ows from central chamber 2 through 
holes 5 into annular groove 6 (through which pins 9 
pass) downwardly through the passages in plate 7 formed 
by the clearance between the pin (at its non-arcuate 
periphery) and hole 18 of plate 7 (shown clearly in 
FIGURE 10 which represents pin 9 in plate 7 turned 
from its position in FIGURE 6 in order to show the 
clearance between pin _9 and plate 7), then along the 
groove formed at neck 15 and outwardly as a sheath 
through annulus 19. 

It is, of course, understood that the design af appara 
, tus is capable of considerable variation. Thus pins 9, 
‘‘ instead of being non-circular in cross-section within plate 

35 7, may be circular in cross-section with su?icient clear 
ance being provided between the pins 9 and holes 18 to 
permit passage of the polymer around the pins 9 as a 

. sheath. 

‘ . In the examples, the relative viscosity (71f) i.e., the vis 
40 cosity of a solution of polymer relative to that of the 

solvent is used as the measure of the molecular weight. 
The polyamide solutions contained 5.5 grams of polymer 

3 in 50 ml. of ‘90% formic acid and the viscosity was meas 
ured at 25° C. The polyester solutions contained 2.15 

45 g. of the polymer in 20 ml. of a 7/10 mixture by weight 
of trichlorophenol/phenol and the viscosity was meas 
ured at ‘25° C. a 
The following examples in which parts, proportions 

4 and percentages are by weight unless otherwise indicated, 
50 

55 

are intended to illustrate this invention and in no manner 
It) limit it. ' 

I . Example I 

A spinneret similar to that shown in FIGURES l to 
10 of'the drawings was constructed with only one hole 
in which the outside diameter of the extrusion ori?ce 20 
was 0.030 inch,_the outside diameter of the end 16 of 
tube_9 near the ori?ce was 0.022 inch in diameter and 

> the inside diameter of the tube 9, i.e., the diameter of 
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being received in counterbore 23 and abutting at their 7 
inner surface the shoulder of counterbore 23, bolts 21 
being fastened into corresponding threaded holes-24 in 75 

ori?ce 17, was 0.011 inch. Using this spinneret, poly 
(ethylene terephthalate) of relative viscosity 30 and the 
binary eutectic mixture of tin and lead having a melt 
ing point of, 181° C. were simultaneously spun at 
270-275" C. into a ‘stream of air at 30° C. moving in a 
direction concurrently with the path of travel of the 
formed ?lament. Straight ?laments having a continuous 
uniform core of metal completely and uniformly sur 
rounded by' a covering of the polyester were produced. 

~ Example 11 I 

A six-hole spinneret similar to that shown in FIGURES 
1 to 10 of the drawings having extrusion ori?ces 20 with 
an .outside' diameter of 0.035 inch and end 16 of center 
tubes 9 having an outside diameter of'0.029 inch and an 
inside'diameter'for ori?ce ‘17 of 0.004 inch was made; 
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Poly(ethylene terephthalate) (of relative 32 was 
melt-‘spun as a sheath around a molten core‘ of'an alloy 
comprising 40% bismuth; and 60% having a melting 
range of 138-170'7C. ’ The spinneret'head was main 

at 288 "Cpand the composite ?laments'were ‘spun 
into air at room-‘temperature ‘(75° F.) at 500 yards minute.~ The as-spun ?laments had ‘an outside diameter 

of approximately 0.006 inch witha uniform met-a1 core‘v 
of about 0.0043’ inch in diameter‘; The core about 50%of the ?lamentary volume. Longitudinal and 
crcsspsectional views otthe'?laments are shown in FIG 

. URE‘LI (one ?lament) and‘FIGURE 12 (several ‘ma-t 
ments) ‘respectively.’ The ends ot the metal‘core of a 
two feet length‘ of‘the as-spu'n yarn were ‘silvered to‘ fa 
cilitate making connections and electrical measurementsv 
made. The yarn had a resistance of 100 ohms per foot 
and carried a current of 0.10 ampere for an‘ indefinite 
period of time without causing any change in appearance 
of the polymeric sheath or making the composite ?la 
ment‘ hot. Under a current of 0.125 ampere the metallic 
core fused apart. This yarn, as spun, was drawn 100% 
in a 125° C. oil bath by hand to give a strong ?lament 
with a continuous metal core having an average diam 
eter of about 0.003‘ inch completely surrounded by’ a uni 
form polyester sheath. 'The as-spun ?laments could‘ not‘ 
be drawn at room temperature since the corev broke at‘ av 
low elongation and the'sheath soon after. A 
?lament prepared in‘ a similar manner but with about 
28% core could be drawn at room temperature 150%. , 
The core fractured into segments. A ?lament with‘ an 
oriented sheath‘ and a similarly segmented core was‘also 
made by‘cold drawing, a similar ?lament with a 33% core. 

Ema. m 
i‘ ‘A spinneret similar to that used in. Example II was 
used to spin a sheath ofthe polyester. previously used 
around the core of an alloy comprising 48%‘ bismuth, 
28.5% lead, 14.5% tin and 9.0% antimony'melting over 
the range 103-227° C. and having an ultimate elongation 
of less than 1% at room. temperature. The molten poly-. 
mer and molten metal were simultaneously spun as 
sheath and core respectively at 288° C. into air at room . 
temperature and the yarn wound up at 500 yards per 
minute. The continuous ?laments produced had a con 
tinuous core completely'iand uniformly surrounded by 
a sheath of poly(ethylene terephthalate) similar to the. 
?lament of FIGURE 11 but with thecore comprising ap 
proximately 25% by volume of the cross-section‘ of each 
?lament. A sample of the yarn was drawn 160%" (i.e., 
drawn yarn was. 260% of original undrawn length) in a 
135° C. oil bath to yield ?laments with continuous, and 
uniform.rnetal cores having a tensile strength of 18,000 
pounds per square inch, an ultimate elongation (perma 
nent potential further elongation ‘at break under stand 
ard elongation testing conditions) of 287% and a denier 
per ?lament of 85. , 
A 370% draw in a 125° C. oil bath gave anyarn in 

which the core was just broken into tiny segments com 
pletely enclosed ‘by the sheath. A 220% draw at 90° C. 
gave broken segments of the core in conjunction with 
hollow spaces in the yarn, a longitudinal view of the yarn 
section being shown in FIGURE 13. A 220% draw ‘at 

“ 75° C. ‘gave a yarn in which the metallic core had been 
broken into tiny segments and the surrounding polymer 
sheath had necked down at the points where the core had 
broken, so that. each ?lament had alternate thick and 
thin portions. ' ‘ 

Example IV 

Using a one-hole spinneret similar to that used in Ex 
ample II poly(ethylene terephthalate) of relative vis 
cosity 37 was melt-spun as a sheath around the molten 
core of the alloy which comprises 40% bismuth and 60% 
tin melting over the range 139-170° C. The composite 
?laments were spun at 290° C. and at 130 yards per min 

However; a‘: 
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6 
ute‘ into a l-foottubeot water at “33°C. ‘whichwas 

pumped concurrently with the direction of the thread motion. Spinning wasz-good andcontln'u'ous ?laments 
were obtained, atypical ?lament s 
diameter of 0.009 inch. and ya core 0.006 inch in diameter 
which is equivalent toii45% core by volume,‘ being other 
wise similar to FIGURESll and 12. _' v V 
A portion of the as-spun yarn was hand-rolled along 

(the length of the ?lament with a metal roller 1 

temperature to vyield ribbon-shaped ?laments mately 0.050 inch wide; similar in appearance to the 
?attened?laments shownin FIGURE 14. As ‘shownin 
FIGURE 14, certain of the ?laments were not?attened' 
since the pressure of the hand-roller was not, in this case, 
etfectively applied to‘ all ?laments. The rolling did not 
break the sheath or separate the two components and the . 
resulting ribbon had a much higher degree of reflectivity 
than the dull appearing as-spunyarn, so that itpresented 
a glittering shiny surface. The rolling produced anin 
crease in length equivalent to a 30% elongation of the 
as-spun ?ber. The product ‘had a. tensile strength of 
10,400 pounds per square inch. , 
The as-spun ?lament could be elongated a maximum of 

3.7% ‘without breaking the core by. drawing at room tem 
perature alone but a combination of rolling‘ and drawing" 
permitted an overall elongation of 35% without breaking 
the core. . , : f; 7 

Example V . 

Roly(ethylene terephthalate) of relative .viscosity "37 
and’ tin maintained at 285 and 280‘ C- respectively‘ were 
melt-spun as the sheath 84% and core 16% by volume . ' 
respectively of a‘ composite ?lament with aspinneret . 
similar» to that shown in FIGURES 11-10’I but with only' 
one spinning ori?ce.‘ ,Themono?lament was extruded 
down from the spinneret througha two inch airspace at 
ambient temperature into a l?foot, long tube ofwater at 
constantv head of pressure at 30° C. that ?owed concur 
rently with the ?lament. Good spinning was enjoyed and“ 
the ?lament was continuously wound up at 1:21 yards'per 
minute. , The ‘as-spun ?lament (0.0085 inch in diameter) 
of‘ 800 denier. per ?lament had a tensile strength of 8,300 

' pounds per square inch (0.32 g.p.d.) andan ultimate 
elongation of 648%. The ?laments had a shiny, con~ 

' tinuous, tin core completely'surroundedfby polymer‘. 
7 A sample of‘ the ?lament. was. elongated 400% by 
drawing over a pin at room temperature. This treatment 
fractured the. core into small longitudinal segments'so 
that ‘the ?lament resembled that shown in FIGURE’ 13‘ 

i with a. diameter of about 0.0045 inch. Hand-rolling'of 
the drawn yarn with a metal roller ?attened the ?lament 
and a?orded a decorative ribbon 0.017 inch'wide‘ and ‘ 
0.002 inch thick with shiny glittering sequin-like segments‘ 
of tin (0.012 inch‘ wide, 0.0015 inch thick and 0.10 inch 
apart) in the core completely surrounded by a polyester 
sheath with an appearance similar to that-of‘ FIGURE 19. 
Physical properties of these products are given below; 

‘ Tensile ‘ Ultimate ‘ 

Treatment Tenacity, Strength, Elo a- Ml Denier] 
g.p.d. p.s.1. tlon, er: Filament ' 

. . cent ‘ . . 

As-spun ......... - _ 0. 32 8, 300 648 9. 6 8101 
Drawing ________ -- 2.1 54,600 18 29 . 161 
Drawing plus ' 

rolling ......... . . 1. 6 41, 300 14 27 108 

Mi as'used herein signi?es initial modulus in grams per denier. 

Another sample of the same as-spun yarn as above 
was rolled with a metal roller to give an increase in 
length equivalent to a 70% elongation of‘ the original 
length. The ?attened ?lament with a continuous metal 
core had a cross-section similar to those shown in FIG 
URE 15. The rolled ?lament was‘ then drawn over a 
pin at‘room temperature to‘give a total. elongation of 
250% of the ?lament’s as-spunlength. The drawn ?la 
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ment had a continuous metal core and its cross~section 
resembled that of FIGURE 16 where it can be noted that 
the ?lament apparently drew up in cross-section away 
from'a ribbon shape. Rolling of the drawn ?lament 
?attened the ?lament once more and gave a ribbon 0.010 
inch wide and 0.002 inch thick with a continuous uni 
form sheath of polyester completely surrounding a con 
tinuous core of tin about 0.006 inch wide and 0.0008 
inch thick similar to FIGURE 17. All these ?laments 
displayed a bright shiny core but the re?ectivity was 
much greater with the rolled ?laments. Physical proper 
ties of these products are given below: ' 

Tensile Ultimate ._ 
.Filament Treat- Tenacity, Strength, Elonga- Mi Demer/ 

ment ‘ g.p.d. p.s.i. tion, Per- Filament 
cent 

As-spun _________ _. . 32 8, 300 648 9. 6 800 
Rolling __________ _. 0. 50 13, 000 260 13 519 
Rolling plus 
drawing _______ _ _ 1. 20 31, 000 65 26 245 

Rolling plus 
drawing plus 
ro ' g _________ __ 1.1 28, 500 70 21 260 

It was quite surprising that the above sequence of roll-. 
ing and drawing allowed the tin core to be elongated to 
a total'of 250% since the core of the as~spun yarn frac 
tured when elongated 23% by drawing without prior roll 
ing. When it was attempted to roll and draw a length of 
cast tin similar to the core of the above ?lament, the tin 

. drew about 30% before breaking after being increased in 
length‘10% by rolling. 

‘ Example VI 

The polymer of Example .V was replaced with 
poly(hexamethylene adipamide) of relative viscosity 41, 
and sheath-core ?laments spun as before. The as-spun 
?laments (which were 0.0076 inch in diameter) con 
taining 70% core by volume were elongated 20% by roll~ 
ing and then drawn over a pin at room temperature to 
an overall elongation of 190% of the as-spun length with 
out fracturing the core. The rolled and drawn ?laments 
had a ?attened cross-section similar to FIGURE 18, being 
about 0.008 inch by 0.0017 inch in cross-section, and dis 
played a re?ective, continuous metal core completely sur 
rounded by the polyamide sheath. The rolled and drawn 
?laments had a tenacity of 0.76 g.p.d. (tensile strength 
of 42,800 p.s.i.), an ultimate elongation of 31%, a Mi 
(initial modulus) of 12 g.p.d. and a denier per ?lament 
of 391. ' 

The polyamide was replaced with linear polyethylene 
of 4.7 melt index (ASTM Std. DI238-52T) density of 
0.96 and melting point of 150° C. and a ?lament spun 
by extruding the polyethylene at 250° C. simultaneously 
with the molten tin at 60 yards per minute into a water 
quench as in Example V. Lengths of the ?laments con 
taining a continuous tin core completely surrounded by a 
sheath of polyethylene could be elongated 60% by draw 
ing after ?rst elongating the ?laments 30% by rolling. 

In the drawings,‘ it is desired to point out that the 
small black specks occurring in the various views of ?la 
ment cross-sections, e.g., FIGURES 14—l7 and 19, rep 
resent the media used in mounting the ?laments in the‘ 
preparation of ?lament specimens to be photographed. " 
The metal core of the ?laments of this invention can 

be any metal that is molten at a temperature at which the 
polymer for the sheath is stable. Such metals include 
tin, lead, bismuth, lithium, selenium and their alloys 
with each other and such metals as an antimony and zinc 
as for example, bismuth solder, battery plate, white metal, 
aluminum solder, and eutectic alloy to name a few.‘ 
For the sheath of the ?laments of this invention any 

?ber-forming polymer that can be spun into ?laments 
at a temperature at which the metal core is molten can 
be used such as polyesters, polyamides, polyethers, poly 
acetals, polyurethanes, polyureas, polyhydrocarbons as 
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polyethylene and polytetra?uoroethylene and polyvinyl 
polymers as polyacrylonitrile, polyvinyl chloride, poly 
vinylidene chloride and their copolymers to name a'few. 
Because of their commercial availability,‘ease. of process 
ing and excellent properties, polyesters, polyamides, or 
polyesteramides as described in US. patents: 2,071,250; 
2,071,253; 2,130,523; 2,130,948; 2,190,770; 2,465,319 and 
in other places are preferred. ‘ 
Although the process of this invention has been illus~ 

trated with melt-spinning, the desired two-component 
?laments can be plasticized-melt-spun as described, for 
example in'U.S. Patent 2,706,674 issued to Rothrock on 
April 19, 1955, or spun by wet-spinning or dry-spinning 
methods, from a solution of a polymer component and 
the molten metal. ' Also, dispersion spinning methods (as 
in the case of polytetra?uoroethylene) can be used where 
desired. 
Although the composite ?laments of this invention hav 

ing continuous metal cores can be used in an as-spun con 
dition made without any intentional drawing during the 
spinning, it is generally preferable to increase their 
strength by orientation of the sheath. The temperature 
of drawing can be modi?ed up to the melting point of the 
polymer so as to attain the maximum elongation of the 
metal. A part or all of the elongationobtained by such 
temperature drawing, of course, can be replaced by draw 
ing during the spinning in which case the ?laments are 
wound up at a rate much greater than that at which they 
are extruded from the spinneret. Filaments with cores of 
some metals having a high extensibility can be drawn at 
room temperatures, while with others a temperature near 
or above the melting point of the metal needs to be used. 

It has been found that greater extensibility of the metal 
core without fracturing can be obtained in some cases if 
a combination of rolling and drawing is used in sequence. 
These steps can be combined as, for example, by drawing 
a ?lament through a slit afforded by the smooth edges 
of two rods that’ squeeze the ?lament at a constant pres 
sure. 

In spinning the ?laments of this invention, a relatively 
rapid rate of quenching is preferred in order to solidify 
the polymer and so prevent possible formation of globules 
of metal in the core due to the surface tension of the 
molten metal. Such quenching can be accomplished by 
a ?ow of gas or by spinning into a liquid, preferably at 
a temperature of 0°—80° C. 
The ?laments of this invention having intermittent seg 

ments of metal in the core can be made by drawing a 
composite ?lament under such conditions that the metal 
core fractures. In general, this can be done at tempera-' 
tures below the melting point or minimum value of the 
melting temperature range of a metal. The total elonga 
tion of the ?lament in the draw must exceed the ultimate 
elongation of the metal. This will vary from metal to 
metal, but in general, the elongation necessary, which 
may range from 50 to l500%, to produce the desired 
strength in the polymeric sheath will be suf?cient to frac 
ture the metal in the as-spun ?laments. In order to pro 
vide enough strength for the polymer to hold its form dur 
ing the drawing step, the sheath of the as-spun ?lament 
should comprise about 5 to 95% .of the ?ber volume, 
with the range of 25 %—95% sheath being preferred. The 
total force to break the core must be less than the force 
required toqbreak the sheath. Knowing the tensile 
strengths of the metal and the polymer at the drawing 
temperature, the core to sheath ratio can be adjusted to 
alford a segmented core by drawing. A given ratio of 
?lament components is obtained with a given spinneret 
by adjusting the ?ow rates of the two liquids that are 
spun, as for example, by changing the polymer feed pump 
rate or by altering the air pressure that might be used, 
for example, to extrude the molten metal’. 
With some metals having a su?iciently high surface 

tension, it is possible to obtain an intermittent core by 
drawing the ?laments at temperatures above the melting 
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point of the metal so that the metal contracts into seg 
ments in the core. In other cases, this same result is at 
tained in spinning if the qucnchingis su?iciently slow. 

:While the invention may be applied over a wide range 
of denier, it is preferred that, the ?laments as spun have‘ 
a denier of 20 to 4,000 and that the drawn ?lamentsv 
have a denier of 2 to 2,000. , 
The ?laments of this, invention are of advantage in tex 

tile‘ applications due to their strength and appearance. 
Those ?laments with continuous or intermittent re?ective 
cores can be used to make all manner of novel .fabrics. 

, The appearance of the ?laments can be altered byIcos 
spinning dyes or pigments‘ in'the polymer sheath ‘or by‘ 
dyeing the ?laments or fabrics. In this way, ?laments 
resembling gold lame can be formed at a fraction of the 
cost of theconventional gold-wound or gold-coated, ?la 
ments. The opaqueness of the metal core to beta and 
gamma radiation can be utilized in the fabrication of 
clothing to provide protection against atom bomb debris, 
for example. I ' 1 

‘Those ?laments with continuous metal cores can be ‘ 
used as insulated conductors and those having small 
diameter cores of low melting metals are useful as micro 
ampere fuses. Fabrics made of the ?laments of this in 
vention can be used to provide shielding around electronic 
equipment. The solubilities and thermoplasticities of the. 
polymeric sheaths can be used to coalesce the contacting 
edges of the ?laments in a fabric, for example, into a 
form-stable covering that will not be displaced by vibra 
tion of the equipment and yet reduce the usual electronic 
noise. ‘1 1 ~ 

Although reference has been made herein to the mak 
ing of ?at, ribbon-like ?laments by rolling metal core 
?laments of this invention, no claim is made in this appli 
cation to such ?attened ?laments or their production (al 
though they are embraced within the broadscope .of the 
present invention) since they form the subject matter of 
the patent application of Robert W. Bundy Serial No. 
648,374 entitled “Composite Filaments and Their Manu 
facture” ?led of even date herewith. Also,,.the species 
represented by a ?attened fractured core and its prepara 
tion form the subject matterof the said patent application 
of Robert W. Bundy. 

Since the invention is capable of considerable variation 
beyond as well as inclusive of the illustrations given here 
in, it will be understood that any modi?cation which con 
forms to the spirit of the invention, is also intended to 
be included within the claims. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. A shaped article comprising a metal core and an 

adherent oriented. polymer sheath disposed about said 
core, said metal core having a melting point below the 
temperature at which the polymer for the sheath be 
comes unstable. I 

2. Av shaped article comprising a metal core and an 
adherent oriented sheath of synthetic linear polymer .of 
uniform diameter disposed about said core, said metal 
core having a melting point below the temperature at 
‘which the polymer for the sheath becomes unstable. 

3. A shaped article comprising a metal continuous core 
and an adherent oriented sheath of synthetic linear poly 
mer of uniform diameter disposed about said core,’ said 
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tur; at which the polymer for the sheath becomes un 
sta le. 

4. A shaped article comprising a metal discontinuous 
core and an adherent oriented sheath of synthetic linear 
polymer of uniform diameter disposed about said core, 
said-metal core having a melting point below the tem 
perature at which‘ the polymer for the sheath becomes 
unstable. . . " r _ ‘ 

5. A textile ?lament comprising a shaped article com 
prising a metal core and an adherent oriented sheath ofv 
synthetic linear polymer disposed about said core, said 
metal core having a melting point below the temperature 
at which the polymer for the sheath becomes'unstable. ‘ g 

6. The article of claim 5 characterized in that the 
composite ?lament has a denier between 2 and 2,000. 

‘7. The article of claim 5 in which the sheath com 
I prises 5%-95% of the ?lament. 
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8. The article of claim 5 in which the sheath comprises ‘ 
25 %-—95 % of the ?lament. , _ 

9. A shaped article comprising a metal core and an 
adherent oriented sheath of synthetic linear polymerof 
uniform diameter disposed about said core, said metal 
core having a melting point below the melting point of 
the polymer for the sheath. 

10.7 A textile ?lament comprising a shaped article com? . 
prising a metal core and an adherent oriented sheath of. 
synthetic linear polymer disposed about said core, said 
metal core having a melting point below the melting point 
of the polymer ‘for the sheath. 7 g 7 

11. A textile ?lament comprising a metal core and an 
adherent oriented polyester‘ sheath disposed about said 

_ core, said metal core having a melting point below the 
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temperature at which the polymer for the sheath be 
comes unstable. , . 

'12. The ?lament of claim 11 wherein the polyester 
sheath is poly(ethylene terephthalate). 

. 13. A textile ?lament comprising a metal core and an 
adherent oriented polyamide sheath disposed about said 

. core, said metal core having a meltingpoint below the 
40 

50 

metal core having ‘a melting point below the tempera- 7 

temperature at which the polymer for the sheath becomes 
unstable. 

14. The ?lament of claim 13‘ wherein the polyamide 
sheath is poly(hexamethylene adipamide). . 

15. A textile ?lament comprising a metal core andan . 1 
adherent oriented addition polymer sheath about 
said core, said metal core having a melting point below 

'the'temperature at which the polymer for the sheath 
becomes unstable. 

16. The ?lament of, claim 15 wherein the addition 
polymer sheath is polyethylene. 
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